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SHENGFA HARDWARE CNC Machining Parts Service

As the professional manufacture, we would like to provide you high quality CNC Machining Parts
Service.SHENGFA CNC machining parts services offers high quality, high speed, high precision,
and robust manufacturing solutions. You take a block or billet of material and cut away at it with a
series of tools and drill bits, removing material to make CNC machined parts. At Shengfa Hardware,
tolerances are controlled to DIN-2678-1 Fine for metals and Medium for plastics as standard for
CNC prototypes.

When you need high production jobs, choose the high precision machining option. Shengfa offers
CNC machining parts service that will guarantee quick processing. We also have the capacity to
meet customer’s production demands. Indeed, our quality inspection system and customer driven
process will ensure you receive every piece of your order to specification.

As we all know, CNC machining is a challenging and tedious job, but with Shengfa’s help, you can
have your own precision-made product easily. No matter if your order is big or small, we will delivery
your products on time. Our experts have programming capabilities and we have automated
equipment such as mills or lathes. Our machines run on preprogrammed instructions so that we will
make no mistakes when machining every piece of your product.

Shengfa operates almost every kind of CNC mill and turning centers, and we pride ourselves on
being able to machine whatever you need, from simple machined parts to complex, organic
geometries with tight tolerances.



CNC Machining Parts Service

Located in Ningbo, China, SHENGFA Hardware
started its CNC machining parts service from 2007.
Within more than 15 years’ experience, we are
developing as a CNC industry expert. If you want to
shorten production time and reduce the cost of CNC
component, our CNC machining parts service can
simplify the manufacturing process and speed up
large batch production. And our CNC machining parts
can achieve high level of accuracy and
precision.Sincerely look forward to cooperating with
you in China.
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High-End equipment



SHENGFA uses the latest high-tech CNC machines to ensure that we meet your order
specifications.







Guaranteed quality control



We guarantee quality in our products and services







Any size CNC machine parts
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We have a wide range of sizes for our CNC machining parts service. Thus, your project can
vary from 0.5 mm to 500 mm in diameter and up to 1500 mm in length.
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